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Starts with bingo-friendly letter pattern SOL- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

ACDELOS to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [v] 

ACELORS one that consoles (to comfort) [n -S] 

ACELOSS to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [v] 

ADLNOSS solan (gannet (large seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast))) [n] 

AILNNOS poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

ALNOOSS strong, hot wind [n] 

ALMNOSU any of genus of herbs and shrubs [n -S] 

AAILORS room exposed to sun [n] 

ADELOST to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 

AELOSST to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 

AAILOST compensation given for damage to feelings [n] 

ADLNOSS Muslim ruler [n] 

DELORSS to join closely together [v] 

DEILORS to perform military service [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AELORSS Spanish method of producing wine [n] 

EELORST sabaton (piece of armor for foot) [n -S] 

EEFGLOS type of singing exercise [n -S] 

CIILOST to ask for earnestly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEILORS having definite shape and volume [adj] 

DILLOSY in solid manner [adv] 

DILOSSU coin of ancient Rome [n -DI] 

ILNOOSS electronic detecting and amplifying device [n] 

ILNOOST solitary wave in physics [n -S] 

GILNOOS to perform alone [v] 

ILOOSST one that performs solo [n -S] 

BELLOSU something that is capable of being dissolved [n -S] 

BLLOSUY in soluble manner [adv] 

ALNORSU listing rising and setting times of sun and moon [adj] 

ELOSSTU dissolved substance [n] 

AELOSTV to convert into type of ion [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ELNOSTV substance capable of dissolving others [n -S] 

ELORSSV one that finds answer or explanation for [n] 

GILNOSV to find answer or explanation for [v] 
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ANSWERS 

SOLACED ACDELOS SOLACE, to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [v] 

SOLACER ACELORS one that solaces (to console (to comfort)) [n -S] 

SOLACES ACELOSS SOLACE, to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [v] 

SOLANDS ADLNOSS SOLAND, solan (gannet (large seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast))) [n] 

SOLANIN AILNNOS solanine (poisonous alkaloid) [n -S] 

SOLANOS ALNOOSS SOLANO, strong, hot wind [n] 

SOLANUM ALMNOSU any of genus of herbs and shrubs [n -S] 

SOLARIA AAILORS SOLARIUM, room exposed to sun [n] 

SOLATED ADELOST SOLATE, to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 

SOLATES AELOSST SOLATE, to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 

SOLATIA AAILOST SOLATIUM, compensation given for damage to feelings [n] 

SOLDANS ADLNOSS SOLDAN, Muslim ruler [n] 

SOLDERS DELORSS SOLDER, to join closely together [v] 

SOLDIER DEILORS to perform military service [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SOLERAS AELORSS SOLERA, Spanish method of producing wine [n] 

SOLERET EELORST solleret (sabaton (piece of armor for foot)) [n -S] 

SOLFEGE EEFGLOS type of singing exercise [n -S] 

SOLICIT CIILOST to ask for earnestly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SOLIDER DEILORS SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

SOLIDLY DILLOSY in solid manner [adv] 

SOLIDUS DILOSSU coin of ancient Rome [n -DI] 

SOLIONS ILNOOSS SOLION, electronic detecting and amplifying device [n] 

SOLITON ILNOOST solitary wave in physics [n -S] 

SOLOING GILNOOS SOLO, to perform alone [v] 

SOLOIST ILOOSST one that performs solo [n -S] 

SOLUBLE BELLOSU something that is soluble (capable of being dissolved) [n -S] 

SOLUBLY BLLOSUY in soluble manner [adv] 

SOLUNAR ALNORSU listing rising and setting times of sun and moon [adj] 

SOLUTES ELOSSTU SOLUTE, dissolved substance [n] 

SOLVATE AELOSTV to convert into type of ion [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SOLVENT ELNOSTV substance capable of dissolving others [n -S] 

SOLVERS ELORSSV SOLVER, one that solves (to find answer or explanation for) [n] 

SOLVING GILNOSV SOLVE, to find answer or explanation for [v] 
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